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Introduction:
 

Prenatal exposure to ethanol results in a spectrum of disorders in humans, ranging from fetal alcohol syndrome

 (FAS) as the most severe, to subtle effects as seen in alcohol related birth defects, and alcohol related

 neurodevelopmental defects. These disorders are characterized by prenatal and postnatal growth deficiencies, central

 nervous system manifestations, congenital heart defects, ocular anomalies, and cranio-facial defects (Kashyap et al,

 2007). Microphthalmia, or reduced eye size, is seen in 90% of children with FAS and can occur as a consequence of a

 number of potential mechanisms, including but not limited to general developmental delay, increased cell death,

 reduced cell proliferation, and reduced cell differentiation within the developing eye ( Kashyap et al, 2007)

Due to the close similarities between Zebrafish and higher vertebrates, researchers can use these organisms for

 the advancement of scientific research on the teratogenic effects of prenatal alcohol exposure (Dlugos et al, 2007).

 Zebrafish are highly beneficial for research for a variety of other reasons including the ease of care, rapid development,

 optical clarity of embryos, which allows visualization of major organ systems, and opportunities for genetic

 manipulation (Geiger et al, 2006).

The vertebrate eye begins as an evagination from the anterior end of the neural tube, forming the optic stalk and

 vesicle. Subsequently the lateral surface of the vesicle invaginates, bringing the thick lateral epithelial layer adjacent to

 the thin medial epithelial layer, eliminating the hollow center of the vesicle. The spherical shaped vesicle therefore

 becomes concave outwards, resembling the bowl of a spoon, with the optic stalk as

its handle. The shallow bowl becomes deeper and cup-shaped as its anterior and posterior sides reach ventrally and

 laterally to meet one another across the choroid fissure, and surround the stalk. In this way the hemispheric eye cup is

 formed, with the neural

retina on the inside and the pigmented epithelium outside (Walls, 1963).

In one study performed by Kashyap et al, they exposed Zebra embryos to 1% and 1.5% ethanol between 24hpf

 and 48hpf. They found that ethanol exposure during the time of retinal neurogenesis resulted in persistent

 microphthalamia due to a combination of an overall developmental delay, lens abnormalities, and reduced retinal cell

 differentiation (Kashyap et al., 2007).
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In another study Dlugos et al., Zebra fish were exposed to 0%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.5%, or 1.0% (v/v) ethanol to

 assess viability and the effect of dose and duration of exposure on eye size. Their results show that there were ethanol-

related decreases in eye size recorded at 6 days post fertilization (dpf) and were dose dependent. They also displayed

 that there were significant decreases in the volumes of the photoreceptor, inner nuclear, and ganglionic layers and in the

 lens of 9 dpf ethanol-exposed compared with control larvae. Ultrastructural examination showed signs of

 developmental lags in the ethanol-treated fish as well as abnormal retinal apoptosis in the 6 dpf ethanol-treated larvae

 compared with their controls. These results demonstrate that the developing zebrafish eye is sensitive to perturbation

 with ethanol and displays some of the eye deficits present in fetal alcohol syndrome (Dlugos et al., 2007)

In this study, the effects of ethanol exposure during 24 and 48 hours post fertilization in Zebra fish embryos

 were exhibited. In particular, the detrimental effects of ethanol on ocular length development as found by previous

 researchers. In order to do so, my research partner, Reed Hollett and I placed Zebra fish embryos that were either 24

 hpf or 48hpf into Petri dishes containing either no ethanol, .002% ethanol or .02% ethanol until day 8 of development.

 Pictures of the Zebra fish were taken and ocular length from the most anterior end of the eye to the most posterior end

 of the eye was recorded.

In this study I tested two hypotheses: the first hypothesis was that increases in ethanol concentrations would be

 conducive to a proportional decrease in ocular length among Zebra fish embryos. The second hypothesis tested was that

 the embryos exposed to ethanol 24 hours post fertilization would show shorter ocular length than the embryos exposed

 to ethanol 48 hours post fertilization.

 
Materials and Methods:
All of the following procedures were done in collaboration with my research partner, Reed Hollett.           

 

Zebra fish embryos were housed in a standard sized tank with marble rocks and pseudoplants lining the bottom

 surface, which are typically used as barriers to prevent the Zebra fish from eating their own embryos. A dark/light cycle

 was employed to ensure that the Zebrafish would mate to produce fertilized eggs during the dark period. A siphon tube

 was then used to suction out the embryos by carefully maneuvering it through the marble rocks on the bottom surface.

 The water and materials being suctioned out of the tank were placed into a large glass container so that they could be

 sequentially pipetted out into a single Petri dish containing all the embryos. Embryos were collected on two consecutive

 days.

            Six Petri dishes were labeled with “control 24”, “control 48”, “low EtOH 24”, “low EtOH 48”, “high EtOH 24”,
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 “high EtOH 48” and were each filled with 20ml of tank water. The “24” and “48” in the Petri dish labels designated the

 days post fertilization (dpf). 36 Zebrafish embryos were then distributed evenly so that each group had 6 embryos.

A stock solution of 2% ethanol was made by adding 10 microliters of 70% EtOH into 50 ml of tank water. In

 order to create the low EtOH solution (0.002%), 20 microliters of the 2% stock solution was added to the 20 mls of tank

 water in each of the “low” Petri dishes. In order to create the high EtOH solution (0.02%), 200 microliters of the 2%

 stock solution was added to the 20mls of tank water in each of the “high” Petri dishes.

The embryos were left in the Petri dishes until day 7 of development for the embryos whom were explanted into

 the ethanol solution 24hpf and day 8 for the embryos that were placed into the ethanol solution 48 hpf. The juveniles

 were then observed under a dissecting microscope by placing them directly on a slide using magnification “5”. Pictures

 were taken using the “BTV Pro”. On day 7 of development, 2 juveniles were taken from each of the large labeled Petri

 dishes and were each placed into individual sized, labeled petri dishes with enough solution from their original Petri

 dishes to fill the bottom. This allowed for the observation of changes of the same fish for day 8 and day 10 of

 development.

Photos with a magnification of 5 on a dissecting microsope were taken on day 7, 8 and 9 of the development of

 the embryos that were exposed to ethanol 24hpf, which was day 8.9 and 11 for the embryos that were exposed to

 ethanol 48hpf (using the “BTV Pro”). The digital images were taken of the of the 2 “Control 24” , 2 “Low EtOH 24”,

 “High EtOH 24”, 2 “Control 48” , 2 “High EtOH 48” and were not taken for the “Low EtOH 48” Zebrafish because

 they had all perished.

Measurements of the juveniles’ ocular length in pixels was recorded from the most anterior end of the eye

 towards the most posterior end (Figure 4) using “Image J”, a photoshop program. The most anterior and posterior point

 of their eye was marked and the number of pixels in between the two points was recorded.

 
Results:
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Figure 1
 

This graph displays the ocular length of the Zebrafish (measured in pixels), exposed to ethanol 24 hours post
 fertilization. Data were collected from 2 juveniles for each group on Day 7, 8 and 10 of development. The results show
 that the embryos exposed to high EtOH have a longer eye length than those found in the control or low EtOH groups.
 There is significant growth of the eye length (26.4 pixels) between day 7 and day 10 in the control group where as there
 is 1> in the two other groups.
 
 
 

 
Figure 2
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            This graph displays the ocular length of the Zebrafish (measured in pixels), exposed to ethanol 48 hours post
 fertilization. Data were collected from 2 juveniles for each group on Day 8, 9 and 11 of development. The results show
 that the ocular length was longer overall in the high EtOH group in comparison to the control.
 
 
 

 
Figure 3
 
            This graph displays the comparison of ocular length of Zebrafish on day 8 of development between the embryos
 exposed to ethanol 24 hours post fertilization (hpf) and embryos exposed to ethanol 48 hpf. Data were collected from 2
 embryos for each group. The results show that the embryos exposed to ethanol 24 hpf have a slightly longer ocular
 length.
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Figure 4
 
            This is a photo of a control Zebrafish on day 11 of development. It displays where the ocular measurements were
 taken (from the most anterior part of the eye towards the most posterior end of the eye) as shown by the white lines.
           

Discussion:
The results did not support my first hypothesis, which stated that increases in ethanol concentrations would be

 conducive to a proportional decrease in ocular length among Zebra fish embryos. The second hypothesis was also

 unsupported which stated that the embryos exposed to ethanol 24 hours post fertilization would show shorter ocular

 length than the embryos exposed to ethanol 48 hours post fertilization.

The results shown in Figure 1 show that the embryos exposed to the high concentration of ethanol 24 hpf had a

 slightly longer ocular length than the other two groups. However, considering only 2 juveniles were measured for each

 group the validity of the averaged data can be questioned. Taking this into consideration, the results show that ethanol

 had no teratogenic effect on the development of the eye length in the 24 hour embryos.

The results displayed in Figure 2 show that on day 11 of observation, the embryos exposed to the high

 concentration of ethanol (0.02%), 48 hpf had the longest eye length. The control embryos appeared to have a

 significantly shorter ocular length. Again, the number of specimens (2) that the data was recorded from is not sufficient

 enough to draw conclusions.

When comparing the ocular length between the Zebrafish exposed to ethanol 24hpf and 48hpf, there does not

 appear to be a substantial difference in ocular length although the 24hpf exposed embryos appear to have a slightly
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 longer eye length than the 48hpf exposed embryos (Figure 3).

 One of the main suggestions for future research would be to change the Petri dish water/ethanol solution daily.

 Since ethanol evaporates more readily than water, the concentration might have become more dilute over the course of

 development, which could have potential effect on results. Also, the lack of daily solution change allows for the build

 up of urea and other bacteria that could have detrimental effects on the viability of the embryos. If changing the

 solution of tank water and ethanol daily does not work then I would suggest using higher concentrated ethanol solutions

 than .002% and .02%. Previous researchers used concentrations that were .1% or greater and were able to produce

 significant results displaying the inhibitory effects of ethanol on ocular development. In order to replicate the results

 found by other researches, I would suggest using higher concentrations.

One of the main concerns with this experiment is that there could have been more data presented throughout

 each day of development. After placing the embryos in their designated Petri dishes, I would suggest taking digital

 images of all the embryos and measuring them each day along with solution changes as previously mentioned. These

 images would provide quantifiable data that would show possible trends as to what day(s) of ocular development could

 have been significantly impacted by ethanol. Also, in the images that were taken of each Zebrafish, all of the fish are

 not in the same position. This may have caused inconsistent measurements due to the ambiguity as to where the most

 anterior region of the eye was located.
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